
Keeping Track with a Character Grid
When reading a new book, it can be helpful to keep track of the characters you meet and what you think about them.  This Character Grid is one way 
to do just that! 

Characters in books (or movies!) are often very like people you meet every day in real life.  You may notice the way a character dresses, talks, thinks, 
behaves, or makes new friends.  As you record your ongoing thoughts here, remember that some characters will change and grow depending on what 
happens to them—or whom they meet—as the story progresses.  These are called dynamic characters.  On the other hand, some characters stay the 
same no matter what happens to them.  These are called static characters.  Whether a character is willing to change and grow can affect the kind of 
person he or she turns out to be in the end, and it can also influence how we, as readers, feel about that character.

For example, Marlin, from the movie Finding Nemo, starts out as an overprotective dad who doesn’t believe his son Nemo should try new things 
because he might get hurt.  As the movie progresses, though, Marlin makes new friends, like Crush and Dory, who help him learn to guide and 
encourage his son without keeping him from experiencing the fun life has to offer.  By the end of the movie, Marlin has changed his way of thinking 
about how to be a “good” dad.  This not only makes him a dynamic character but also makes us like him better and want him to succeed as a parent.  
(If Marlin had not changed his ways, we might have ended up being frustrated by him.) 

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Tuck this Character Grid into your book or Reading Journal.  Then, each time you meet a new character in the book, take a moment to write down 
his or her name on the grid and answer the “As You Are Reading” questions.  (If you run out of writing room, feel free to create your own grid or 
answer these questions in your Reading Journal!)

2. Once you have finished the book, go back through your grid and answer the “After You Have Finished the Book” questions.  As a way of wrapping 
up, consider: With which character(s) did you connect most strongly?  What does this tell you about yourself?

Names, Places, & Faces...Oh, My!



Character’s 
Name

As You Are Reading… After You Have Finished the Book…

Where/When do you  
meet this character?

Describe this character’s 
appearance and behavior.

What stands out to you 
about this character’s 

name, behavior, or 
choices?

Why is this character 
important to the story 

overall?

Is this character static  
or dynamic? What 
evidence from the  
book tells you so?
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